Case Study of Text Analytics Applied to Accident Reports of a University
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Abstract Many accidents have occurred in universities and the accident reports are accumulated in most universities. The information described in the accident reports must be used effectively to prevent a recurrence of the accidents. In this study, we applied text analytics to the description written in 373 accident reports in a university as a case study. Information mining method was adopted for the contents analysis, and 9 factors based on m-SHEL and human error, that is “software”, “hardware”, “environment”, “liveware”, “management” “slip”, “lapse”, “mistake”, and “violation” were used for morphological analysis for description in report. The factors in each category of accident situation were extracted, and it is suggested that text analytics is one of the most effective methods to analyse the accident reports in universities.

1 Introduction

Many accidents have occurred in universities, such as fire, burn, cut by glassware, burst of chemicals, chemical injury, explosion, falling, traffic accident, and so on, not only in laboratories but also out of laboratories. Accident cases have been collected in most universities and countermeasures have been taken to prevent the recurrence of the accidents. Some of the major accidents were analysed deeply, and their lessons were shared with university members in various ways such as posting on web pages, posters on bulletin board, e-mail newsletters, safety training courses, and so on. However, information on minor accidents including near misses is often not analysed and remains underutilised due to the large number of cases. Even if all the information is fed back to university members, they will consider that most accidents irrelevant to their own activities. Therefore, there is a need for a method to extract useful lessons from minor accidents and to extract more relevant accidents by individual activities and status from the accident data base.

There are few reports of analysis of university accidents. Some universities have published accident statistics and serious accident information on the web. Nishikimi et al. (2019) estimated injury risk for the students involved in experimental works by using accident data reported in Nagoya university. Tachikake et al. (2016) classified the chemical-related accidents by academic major and status at university and suggested that cases using chemicals as tools were more frequent than cases using them as the actual subjects of the research. These statistical analysis and classification considering university-specific situations are very important and informative, however, it depends on the point of view of the analyst and the analysis method has not been well established.

We focus on text analytics as a method to classify accident cases and to extract useful information from accident data base. Text analytics was adopted for accidents and near misses analysis in various fields, such as oil industry (Minowa et al., 2012; Minowa and Munesawa, 2014), drug safety (Kimura et al., 2005), construction accidents (Fan and Li, 2013), traffic accidents (Sakai et al., 2006), and so on. Adopting this method for accident descriptions, accidents factors and similarities among accidents can be extracted from a vast database of accident cases. In this study, text analytics was adopted for a university accident database to examine the applicability of this method to extract the characteristics and factors of the accidents as a case study.

2 Accident Report Data Used in This Study

We adopted text analytics for accidents and disaster data reported in a large integrated university. Accident reports are mandatory in the university including injury, fires and explosion with no injury, chemical leaks to environment, chemical exposures without any symptoms. In this study, text analysis was conducted on 373 cases
reported during two fiscal years (2013 FY and 2014 FY), including a lot of minor cases with no need of any medical cares and no days off from their work.

The report form consists of three main parts, basic accident information, injured or reported person information, and actions after accident and current situation. The basic accident information part includes the date and time of the accident, location, and free description about the accident. Person’s information includes age, sex, status, and injured parts. The actions after accident part is also described by free text. Some of the entries in the form is not text form, therefore, we call the analysis method adopted in this study “information mining”. All the descriptions excluding personal name and accident location were used for information mining. All the entries in the report form are written in Japanese.

Each accident is classified into 6 accident categories (“experiment and field work”, “non-experiment work”, “commuting”, “club activities”, “traffic accident in campus”, and others) according to the situation of the accident. Category of each accident was decided referring to the basic information part of the report. The normalized number of cases in each category was shown in Figure 1. The others include accidents during work at medical sites, at business trips, injury of non-university member, and so on.

3. Procedures of Information Mining

3.1 Morphological analysis

First, text data written in accident report is pre-processed to convert sentences of natural language to computer-readable form. In this step, a sentence is divided into each morpheme, which is smallest grammatical unit which has meaning. The software Text Mining Studio 5.2 (NTT DATA Mathematical Systems Inc.) was used for morphological analysis.

3.2 Specific word analysis

Next, pre-processed data converted in section 3.1. are used for identification of the factors of each accident. In this study, 9 points of accident factors based on m-SHEL model (Kawano, 1999) and 4 human factors, that is “software”, “hardware”, “environment”, “liveware2”, “management” “slip”, “lapse”, “mistake”, and “violation” are adopted. The summary of the concept of 9 factors of accidents used in this study is shown in Figure 2. “Liveware1” means the person concerned of the accident, such as injured person, and “liveware2” means the person not concerned directly. “Slip”, “lapse”, “mistake”, and “violation” are the terms for human error. To identify the factors of each accident, we created a table of “specific word” list, which is a kind of dictionary. By reading the free text description, we determined the specific word representing each factor of accidents. The words are classified in each factor which the word is related to. To ensure the objectivity of specific words, two different people independently extracted specific words from accident reports, and confirmed that there were no significant differences between the extracted words. We also have confirmed that there was no major inconsistency in the factor extraction results for each accident case. Specific word table used in this study was created by comparing two tables carefully and extracting the parts in common, to make it more universal. The appearance of specific words in each factor was counted for each accident category focused on the analysis. Even if the specific words appear more than two times for each factor, the count is one for the factor for one accident. In this study, totally 324 words are extracted as specific words for analysis.

3.3. Evaluation and visualization

At the last step, the computer-readable form results should be converted to human-understandable expression of results. In this study, “Complementary similarity measure” (Yamamoto and Umemura, 2002) was used to evaluate the number of the specific word for each factor in each category focused on each analysis, which was resulted in the section3.2. The values of complementary similarity measures were used for the visualization of results.
4. Results and Discussion

Accident factors were identified in 144 out of 188 cases for 2013 FY, and 124 out of 185 cases for 2014 FY. For each category of accidents, the identified factors were visualized by complementary similarity measure. The tendencies of factors were compared between 2013 FY and 2014 FY. Some examples of spider charts of the identified factors for each accident category are shown in Figure 3 in terms of the normalized complementary similarity measure. Note that this measure indicates the strength of the relevance of each factor to each accident category, and absolute values of complementary similarity measure should not be compared between different years.

From the spider charts, the similar tendency between 2013 FY and 2014 FY for some accident categories were visualized, and different for the others. Regardless of the year, “liveware2” and “environment” were extracted as a factor for commuting accident category, and only “liveware2” was extracted strongly for club activities. It is suggested that these factors can be the main factor related to the accident category. “Liveware2” was extracted as a factor for the commuting accidents such as rushing-out of bicycles, rear-end collisions of following cars, and “Environment” was extracted for the accidents on a frozen road surface or snow. For the club activities category, it is considered that liveware2 was extracted because of the many accidents that a player collided with other players during practice. Furthermore, short description in accident reports may be one of the reasons that only one factor liveware2 was extracted.

For experiment and field work category, “lapse”, “mistake”, and “violation” were commonly extracted as factors in both years although there are some differences. These 3 factors are about human errors, which are rarely extracted factors in other categories except for non-experiment work. It is suggested that descriptions related to human errors are much more written in the accident reports for categories for working than those in the other non-working situation categories. Generally, most accidents occur due to multiple factors including non-human factors. However, in some cases, it may be difficult for reporting persons to notice the other factors such as “management” and “environment” soon after the accident. It may be helpful to devise a format of accident report in order to have a description related to multiple factors.

For non-experiment work, common factors were not extracted in two years. General accidents such as falls, bumps, rubs in general office work are classified into this category, and the accident in various situations are included. The category itself should be changed or divided into detailed categories to extract more useful information for accident prevention. In addition, the descriptions of reports are short in many cases in this category. This also suggests that the necessity of reviewing the reporting format to write more information easily. The method proposed in this study is also expected to be applied as a tool for automatically judging what kind of description is missing in the accident report to clarify the accident factors. It will facilitate self-checking of the factors behind the accident by people involved in the accident, and will assist in their introspection. It can be an educational tool to prevent the recurrence of accidents.

5. Conclusions

Descriptions of the 373 accident reports in a university were analysed by information mining as a case study. Dominant factors related to each accident situation category were extracted with the specific words determined for 9 factors in this study. It is suggested that text analytics is an effective method to extract the accident factors from the information of accident reports in universities. The tendencies of factors for 2013 FY...
accident cases were the similar with those for 2014 FY cases in some accident categories, and the tendencies were not similar between two years in the others. This indicates that setting appropriate categories is important for proper analysis, which is also important for effectively utilizing the results for accident prevention. In order to improve this method, it is necessary to increase the number of accidents applied and to improve the table of specific word list. It is also important to improve the accident reporting format for universities, which makes it easier to extract the accident factors with this method. At the same time, it is expected that information mining adopted in this study can contribute to the improvement of accident report format tailored to the university.
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